Energy and angular correlations of two protons emitted in collisions of C +c. C + Pb. Ne + NaF, Ar + KCl, at E~:!m Lab "" 800 MeV/A, and Ne + NaF at EB "" 400 HeV/A have been earn measured.
MeV/nucleon Reactions
These models. although they are quite different in their physical basis, describe certain aspects of the spectra. but further experimental studies are required in order to quantitatively test them.
1
As pointed out in a previous paper, p-p g.uasi--~lastic _!!Cattering (p-p QES) is observed in C + C collisions. 1fle have extended the measurement to several projectile and target combinations as well as to different beam energies in order to make a study of the importance of clean knock~out processes. These results are described in the first part of the present paper.
A simple model to estimate the contribution of the knock-out process is proposed in the second We also present experimental data pertaining to nuclear shadowing effects in C + Pb collisions,
The experimental system consisted of a magnetic spectrometer (S) and three sets of counter telescopes u. and D). These telescopes were set at angles (6.¢) ""(40°. 180" (1)
where 6 is the scattering angle and p the momentum of the particle detected in the spectrometer, and i indicates the telescope energy cut: namely i "" 1 for E > 100 r!eV and i "' 2 for E 2: 200 'f\leV. proton proton The quantity (S(6,p)•R. )
,{_
indicates the coincidence counts bet\~Teen the spectrometer and the R-telescope, and R,t(U,t) indicates the single counts of the R(U)-telescope.
In Fig, 1 He first discuss the p-p QES component observed in light-mass nuclear systems. The observed maximum values of C-t' s are summarized in Table I . He see that the C-t's are smaller for heavier-mass systems. The in-plane correlat ion is dominated by p-p QI:S, while the coincidence rate between two particles in general is proportional to the square of the total event mul t ipl:ici ty.
Therefore the correlation function, C , approaches 1 as the event multiplicity
increases. Experimental values of the average total charged-particle multiplicity, m, ~1ich were determined from the total inclusive yield divided by the total reaction cross section ( \Je nmv estimate the magnitude of the p-p QES component. \Je assume that the two-particle coincidence has two components; the p-p QES with a width charac t~ristic of the Fermi momentum of the colliding nucleons and the azimuthally uncorrelated particles such as the particle through multiple scatter~ ing. We also assume all detected particles are protons. Under these assump-
t 1ons, e us 1v e e 1nc us:tve cross sec 10n ~ 1nto two parts~ tlw p-p do do QES part (dp)pp and the remaining CdP·)r, where, in the former process, neither of the two protons is rescattered after one hard collisionBecause the multiplicities of the reaction play an i~portant role, 1..re rewrite the cross sections as
~ mpp dfl pp an dp r pp dp pp r dp r 
where integration is over the momentum covered hy the R-telescope and a :: (d~\ /(d&J is the fraction of p-p Ql-3S cross section which in general dp" pp dp depends on p 1 • Because we restrict our discussion to a narrow kinematical region near QES, we assume that a is constant. In the extreme case ~vhere all the protons are emitted via single nucleon-nucleon collisions \vi thout further multiple scattering, a has its maximum value a 0 = 0.43. In the analysis we assumed that the observed azimuthal correlations are due only to p-p QES. This simplified model neglects residual correlations of secondary scattered particles and also neglects correlations associated \.Ji th energy~momentum conservation of the whole or of a sub-system (except a two= particle system). Our rough estinate for this process shcn.;s that these effects are unlikely to change (C 2 ~ 1) by more than 20;~. The observed corre= lations can also be influenced by nuclear shadovJing, which gets progressivt~ly nore important as the masses of the colliding nuclei increase, Quantitative discussion of this effect is, hmvever, left as a subject for the future.
Let us compare the fraction a;a 0 to the fraction P of single collision in an inclusive proton spectrum. A distinction should be made betueen a;a 0 and P, because, in the former, none of the particles after NN collisions are rescattered, whereas, in the latter, the detected proton \vas not rescattered but the other particles involved in the collision could be. Finally let us say a few words on the observed anti-coplanarity for a heavy-mass target.
As shown in Fig. 1 for 800 tieV/nucleon C + Pb, the ratio c2 is smaller than 1, and, furthermore, a valley extends toward e c .m. 'V 60°.
This observation can be qualitatively understood in terms of nuclear shadowi.ng. l.fuen we detect the first proton \vith the spectrometer, then the reaction region is effectively biased toward that part of the Pb nuclear surface that is facing in the direction of the spectrometer. It is then rather difficult for the second proton to be emitted in the opposite direction from the first proton, namely in the R-telescope direction, because the second proton has to penetrate a large amount of nuclear matter. On the other hand, it is relatively easy for the second proton to be emitted in the up or down direction. .16 
